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Abstract: The role of 5G-IoT has become indispensable in smart applications and it plays a crucial
part in e-health applications. E-health applications require intelligent schemes and architectures to
overcome the security threats against the sensitive data of patients. The information in e-healthcare
applications is stored in the cloud which is vulnerable to security attacks. However, with deep
learning techniques, these attacks can be detected, which needs hybrid models. In this article, a
new deep learning model (CNN-DMA) is proposed to detect malware attacks based on a classifier—
Convolution Neural Network (CNN). The model uses three layers, i.e., Dense, Dropout, and Flatten.
Batch sizes of 64, 20 epoch, and 25 classes are used to train the network. An input image of 32 × 32 × 1
is used for the initial convolutional layer. Results are retrieved on the Malimg dataset where 25
families of malware are fed as input and our model has detected is Alueron.gen!J malware. The
proposed model CNN-DMA is 99% accurate and it is validated with state-of-the-art techniques .
Keywords: healthcare; 5G-IoT; deep learning; malware; CNN; malimg
1. Introduction
We are living in a time where technology is rapidly progressing, i.e., IoT and 5G. The
telecommunication sector has already completed the four generations and the evolution
of 5G is the latest network, whereas the future contains 6G. 5G is highly supported by
the wireless world wide web having features such as high speed, high capacity, and large
broadcasting of data in gigabytes per second. Multimedia newspaper and television pro-
grams have become more effective and attractive with high definition [1]. The upcoming
5G network has offered several basic services such as massive machine-type communica-
tion, enhanced mobile broadband, and ultra-reliable low-latency communication. With
the mixing of new applications and technologies, now 5G works on the “Internet of Ev-
erything”. In the 5th Generation network, many different mobile devices are connected:
few applications in 5G Internet of things (IoT) is an industrial Internet of things (IIOT),
Smart Agriculture, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), Smart healthcare systems [2],
and Smart Home and Mobile Caching [3].
Healthcare is now an important emerging field because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
By integrating healthcare and 5G, the 5th generation has low latency and high computation
contributes to Wireless Tele-Surgery (WTS), where surgeons operate using the robot at
distant locations is the first use case here [4]. Due to the great development in technol-
ogy, there exist different requirements that can be fulfilled by 5G. However, there exist
some limitations.
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Practically, 5G-IoT provides the environment to make information and communication
secure and private so that attackers cannot access the secret information of the patient [5,6].
As IoT is an integration of different connected devices, it is prone to vulnerabilities and
security threats. Several techniques are working on the security threats of healthcare
systems like Machine learning, Deep learning, fog-based, cloud-based, IoT-cloud-based,
and blockchain. With the use of fog computing and edge computing the parameters such
as response time, energy efficiency, and cost can be managed [7]. To maintain data integrity,
one of the techniques called blockchain and encryption for secure communication is being
used [8].
For instance, technologies such as fog computing, edge computing, and blockchain
are moving towards increasing potential development in Machine learning (ML) and Deep
Learning (DL), both of which can produce accurate outcomes [9]. Despite supporting all
these parameters, both ML and DL can also play an important role in the healthcare field
for maintaining security in several types of attacks, and we are shedding some light on one
of the attacks known as a malware attack.
Our Contributions
1. The different generations of networks of the healthcare system have been discussed
in the paper. To propose a new security model for healthcare and analysis of previous
models are the key points of the article.
2. 5G-IoT plays a major role in providing the fast network to conduct various operations
in the field of healthcare applications where sensitive data is stored at a remote
location, thus layers of 5G-IoT are vulnerable to attacks. A variety of different types
of attacks along with some of the possible solutions are proposed.
3. Among various security threats to the 5G-IoT Healthcare, malware is the most promi-
nent. The creation of millions of malware files destroys the fields related to healthcare,
the Internet of Things, social media, banking, intelligent transportation, smart homes,
etc. It becomes crucial to detect this attack, which is done with deep learning.
4. A deep learning CNN model is proposed for the malware detection (CNN-DMA) in
an image whose input is in the binary form which is converted into grayscale and
then among 25 families of one malware attack is detected with an accuracy of 99%.
2. Generations and Challenges of Healthcare Systems
Step by step updates in the previous technology give rise to the next generation. The
Healthcare field is also progressing with the technology change. The four generations of
healthcare are shown in Figure 1 and are discussed as follows.
• Healthcare 1.0: It is a traditional method of healthcare. It was initiated in the 1990s,
where patients suffering from any illness go to the clinical center to meet with the
doctor for treatment. Then, the doctor will diagnose the patient based on a generated
report after testing the patient, where the medical history of the patient is kept paper.
A doctor’s medical knowledge can be judged by his/her diagnoses and what is given
to the patients.
• Healthcare 2.0: The next version is Healthcare 2.0 of the 2000s where all doctors,
patients, caregivers collaborate, where the medical history involves social networking
in which each patient can participate. The best part of this is that patient is involved
in their own healthcare decision. This also includes the data analytics between the
patient and the physician as the patient can share his/her electronic health records
(EHRs) with the doctor and medical researchers. It is easily affordable for the patients
and provides quality care.
• Healthcare 3.0: The current healthcare system, in which organization of EHRs is
conducted for the creation of an Open System so that healthcare facilities can be easily
accessed by all. The use of virtual tools in such a way made interaction between
doctors and patients much better. In Healthcare 3.0, two technologies play a vital role:
information and communication. The motive behind this particular vision is that the
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experience and capabilities of doctors must be utilized and the administrative burden
should be lessened [10].
• Healthcare 4.0: It is the next future version of healthcare introducing augmented
and virtual reality. EHR repositories are being used to share the patient’s health
information among the doctors anytime and anywhere. The best part of this version
of the healthcare system is that the patient’s health records are being shared among
different doctors so that the best medication, diagnosis, and treatment can be given to
a patient. However, there are problems with data sharing as it affects data security,
authenticity and authorization of data, secure communication, etc. This system also
supports health assistance through applications and websites.
Figure 1. Generations of healthcare.
2.1. Challenges of Healthcare
There are various factors affecting healthcare systems that make the implementation
of modern techniques difficult [11,12]:
• Non-Patient-Centered: It is not good for those patients who have some significant illness
such a case when a patient needs to go to a doctor but he/she is not in a position to go
as he is prescribed to take some rest. At the same time, a supervisor of a patient needs
to schedule an appointment in their busy day-to-day life before visiting a doctor.
• Non-customized: A doctor’s prescription for an individual patient is not based upon
the type of problem he/she is suffering from but based on the population average
that might not fit for the patient. These days treatment for any individual illness or
disease is costly and non-affordable for lower and middle-class people.
• Non-accessible: Disabled patients who cannot visit the hospital alone cannot use some
facilities, and thus these facilities may only be utilized by few groups of patients. That
is why limited access to basic facilities is a risk to many patients.
• Huge Connectivity: IoT is a connection of billions of different devices together in the
network to produce required information, and it is important to give guaranteed con-
nectivity and high mobility to the devices connected in healthcare like fast ambulance
facilities and immediate emergency treatment to the patient.
• Power and Cost: In IoT, large number of devices and sensors are connected incurring a
high cost. Operating a large number of devices and sensors consumes a large amount
of power, so in healthcare achieving low power and low cost despite having many
connections is a big challenge.
• Security and Privacy: Both of these parameters are important in every field like smart
home, smart transportation, healthcare, and more. Various heterogeneous devices are
connected in IoT, therefore security is a major concern. Sometimes the IoT architecture
lacks private communication, data integrity, and authenticity, making the healthcare
domain more vulnerable to attacks [12]. The use of IoT in communication between
healthcare devices and the cloud must be secure to make people more confident in
e-health services. However, less risk should be there to prevent the system from new
attacks [13].
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2.2. 5G-IoT for Healthcare: Applications
With the increase in population, most of the active individuals are busy with their
daily life routine, and as such they are unable to monitor and track their health records on
daily basis. Usually, people visit the doctors when they feel any health-related problem
at a higher level, which is sometimes too late to cure. There are some countries that are
providing programs for adopting a healthy lifestyle and maintaining good health [14].
Therefore, low-cost and efficient health-related facilities must be given to a patient such as
a doctor’s proper assistance, secure emergency treatment to the patient, and ambulance
facilities must be provided.
The work in [15] characterizes a telemedicine system that can handle the cases re-
motely; a telemonitoring system is installed at the patient’s home and the doctor can
monitor from the office only. Telemedicine can be done in either a synchronous or an
asynchronous way. Synchronous telemedicine needs a link so that doctors and patients
can communicate with each other, i.e., a face-to-face interaction using any application such
as secure video calling. However, in asynchronous telemedicine, there is no need for a
communication link as the required information inquired by the patient will be securely
transmitted by a doctor. Some of the main services offered by the telemonitoring system:
First, it provides safety as an important factor as installation of many sensors can detect
what is happening in the environment. Another service provided by 5G is localization
when the needed system provides the location of the user. Third is the interaction by name,
which gives important information, the medium of communication, contact management,
etc. Fourth is the real-time alert, as it is used to send alerts for patient relatives and caretak-
ers. The fifth is the training part, as this application allows doctors to supervise patients
and access patients’ important information from anywhere [16].
Security is an important factor as we are living in the era of hackers. Important and
sensitive data are always vulnerable to attacks as there is an almost 100% chance of data
being lost. Therefore, one must ensure that the transmission of data, storage of data, and
processing of data must be done in a secure manner. If the patient’s health-related data are
being stored on a cloud server, then there is a chance that the patient loses control of their
data. Encryption of data before uploading is mandatory. Therefore, security and privacy
here play an important role. There are some surveys (discussed below) in which the authors
dealt with the security and privacy issues, e.g., Ermakova and Fabian (2013) came up with
the secret sharing with no link between patient and medical record as confidentiality must
be maintained by assigning patient with the identifier. However, the problem that arises
here is that in the case of an emergency, how are medical staff to identify the patient in the
absence of an identifier. Li et al. (2010) gave a solution to this problem by making a model
in which the patient can provide only important related information to the staff and can
hide the remaining.
In [17], a comprehensive survey contains the limitations of the current technology
(cost, latency, and data transfer rates) in healthcare applications and the use of WSN
for tracking intake of medication and monitoring daily activities that can be overcome
by upcoming fifth-generation remote access. The survey in [5] consists of the use case
WTS where the doctor is located far away and can operate with the help of robotics
considering parameters like stability, reliability, speed, latency, throughput, end to end
delay, bandwidth, security, long battery time, and network capacity. So far, the current
technology cannot fulfill these networking parameters. The coming 5G provides a wider
perspective in terms of those parameters. The surveys in [18,19] concluded that 5G, being
reliable, can handle voluminous data having three properties—embb, urllc, and umtc—
that allow tele-consulting and telesurgery applications to work. Working of WTS is just
like Mater–Slave system where a Human surface interface (HSI) having a video console,
headphones, and haptic device at the master side can operate on the patient using a robot
by giving certain commands. The robot for performing telesurgery is provided with the a
3D camera, some sensors, and a microphone and comes under the slave side [20]. This WTS
network is also vulnerable to attacks such as DOS, MITM, and MALWARE attacks. Due to
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all these attacks, robots can be affected at the time of performing surgery, which may put
the patient’s life at risk. The use of various cryptographic algorithms is a solution to all
these problems, but the complexity of these algorithms must be reduced. There are some
techniques like Parity check, lattice coding which will not able affect the WTS performance.
The authors of [21] identified the parameters discussed above which are required to
implement m-health which is a mobile health application. This mobile app would be able
to access different people like patients, doctors, and nurses, and give solutions according
to the requirements. In our current rapidly developing world, everybody needs everything
in their hands, and nowadays the population’s hands carry a small object that is a mobile
phone which is now everyone’s basic need. From calling to sending messages, playing
games to video calling, surfing the internet to watching TV, and studying to banking
everything is possible from just a small device. If we talk about the healthcare field, here
mobile phones also play a crucial role from tracking daily walking steps to monitoring
pulse rate, tracking how many glasses of water intake, and more [22]. Discussion of some
security services for security management in mobile devices follows.
• Data Communication and Storage: Data must be encrypted for strong communication
between the patient and healthcare provider so that intruders cannot intrude into
the network.
• Policy Guidelines: Whatever technology is being used policy guidelines should be prior
declared, e.g., restricting user access must be informed before the policy violation and
management of wireless network interface should be under policy guidelines.
• App Installation: This involves trusted entities that would make sure the applications
we are installing are trustworthy by verifying them with the digital signature [23].
Mapp et al. [24] consider some solutions to manage mHealth data using cloud
computing techniques.
• Encrypted Data: The mHealth data must be stored and the packets transmitted must
be in an encrypted manner. Encryption is mandatory all the time except for when
data are urgently needed [25]. As it is an application, the organization who owns the
particular app can be given access to decrypt the data.
• Confidentiality: It must be maintained so that the unauthorized user cannot access the
patient’s sensitive health data; only the authorized user can have access, read, modify
the patient’s data [26].
• Authorization: Only the authorized user has the right to access the private health data
of a patient [27].
Another application is the online health monitoring discussed in [28] which comes
with an affordable and reliable device that is secured in storing data on the server-side
and data can be monitored using medical sensors. In case of a health problem, the device
alerts the registered doctor as well as the patient. The extension to this is to create a type of
model in which any doctor or health expert can access patients’ data [29]. When using the
agent and manager model, where the agent collects the signal and sends it to the manager
through web interface handover to a healthcare provider, secure communication is a strict
requirement. For remote diagnosis, i.e., another application offered by healthcare facilities
in [30], while the survey has been conducted for the identification of various requirements
such as low latency, enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) required for the expertise in
telediagnostic tools, remote access to the robot, and haptic feedback [31,32].
The survey in [33] discusses Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). AR
is assisted to give the type of disease and the required information to a surgeon for any
surgery whereas VR trains the professionals to perform surgeries. The 5G healthcare
applications with some advantages and disadvantages are being discussed in Table 1.
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Table 1. 5G healthcare applications with its advantages and disadvantages.
5G Applications Data-Bases Keywords Technique Advantages Disadvantages
TELE-MEDICINE
SYSTEM [1] NoSQL IoT,Deep Learning Qualitative Analysis
• No waiting time
• Convenient
• The patient is not






• Lack in the
face-to-face treatment
• Protection of patient
private data
• A problem in case of
emergency
• Weak connectivity
















be good, not possible in
rural areas.
• The need for
additional software
WTS [5] Distri- butedDatabase Security, Distributed
Master–Slave
Architecture
• Suitable for the
patients who cannot
travel far























• Less infectious to
patient







DIAGNOSIS [29] Distri- buted
Security, Smart
Devices
• No stress being
treated at home





• Lack of awareness
and trust
• Service centers are
inadequate in number









over a long distance
• A little expensive
• Lack of human
interaction
VIRTUAL REALITY
[33] Central Virtual reality Cognitive Approach





• Made education easy







2.3. Security Issues of 5G-IoT Healthcare
The 5G network has the following security risks.
• Large connectivity of 5G network: The large-scale connectivity of the 5G network leads
to distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks. 5G technology supports huge connec-
tivity, i.e., 1 million connections/km and hence vulnerable to attacks that launch huge
traffic at the same time and affects the network capability.
• Low latency and high bandwidth: These characteristics can put the security at stake
which may increase the difficulty of security protection, cryptography (encryption
and decryption), content identification. 5G’s ultra-reliable low latency feature re-
quired the strong need for network security, malicious traffic attack prevention, ability
to encrypt and decrypt transmitted data that automatically increases the need for
network security.
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• D2D and edge cloud communication: Introduction of both these changed the original
architecture and modes of communication [34] that has more impact on content
security as compared to the centralized server. It makes the centralized monitoring
system ineffective. Therefore, it made traffic security difficult in edge cloud service
and D2D communication.
Growth in technology does not led to secure applications every time. The same is to
be seen in the domain of healthcare which also has some security threats that need to be
discussed [35,36]. Some of the security threats are mentioned in Figure 2.
• The risk to patients’ private health records and theft of medical data needs to be monitored on
the large scale: There exist wide applications of 5G as discussed above which involve
the patient’s information and it is required to be private such as EHRs, laboratory data,
and medical-related images. The leakage of sensitive health records of any patient
will automatically lead to one of the threats to healthcare.
• Attacks on the 5G healthcare network: 5G healthcare applications, including remote
surgery and emergency treatment, lead to the requirement of reliability and security
to avoid transmission delay in the 5G network. In case of the security attacks on the
infrastructure of the applications lead to a serious impact on the patient’s health and
even the death of the patient.
• Malicious attacks on the records: Various capabilities of 5G made the collection of medical
data possible on a large scale, from different sources as well. Therefore, the collected
data can be used to detect and outline public health-related events, i.e., unknown
diseases in a punctual manner and epidemics. Due to the collection of huge data
in one place, data manipulations in medical records are possible by the attacker
which leads to distortion, sometimes resulting in failure of the emergency response
mechanisms. Note here that the threats discussed above can be from both external
and internal networks.
3. Security Issues in Healthcare
As the healthcare system contains sensitive information and makes use of data sharing,
data storing and communication takes place via sensors in-body, off-body, or on-body.
Therefore, making the system more efficient, reliability and data security are the most
important challenges to deal with [37]. There are privacy issues and security threats to the
5G-IoT Healthcare system. Attacks could either be Active where the attacker attacks the
network and changes the original data or passive in which the attacker aims to obtain valu-
able information but cannot change the original data that results in confidentiality, access
control, integrity, authentication, and availability attacks [38]. Attacks that correspond to
the confidentiality of the system are eavesdropping and Man-in-the-middle. Attacks like
Replay, Injection in data, and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks affect integrity. Authentica-
tion deals with jamming and flooding attacks. Some malicious attackers use extreme ways
to steal sensitive information. By keeping all this in mind, we can see maintaining privacy
in healthcare is a very important aspect to take care of. This means that the patient’s choice
to share their data is of high importance. It should be in a way that patient’s data should
be shared within the system network and with the professional staff and some sensitive
information should be kept secret. Therefore, by using smart applications or the smart
environment’s sensitive data, personal information is more vulnerable to attacks as it is
more prone to security threats. In Access control, attacks sometimes violate data security
or sometimes specific policies are being applied. PASH (Privacy-Aware S-Health access
control system) is a Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) scheme that
was introduced in [39], where encrypted s-health records(SHR) hide access control policies
and attribute values can only be seen. To make the technique efficient the decryption test
was done with fewer bilinear pairings. Theoretically and Experimentally PASH is secure
and effective as compared to other techniques. Software implementations for medical
sensors is also a challenging task as developers in case of wireless connectivity will be in
more trouble in case of security and privacy.
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• Confidentiality: Protecting confidential data is the major issue. In healthcare systems,
WBAN nodes are considered important as they contain the private information of pa-
tients therefore protection of data is a must and must be protected from unauthorized
access. At the time of transmission, vulnerable data is a huge overhead that damages
the network and the patient’s trust. The best solution to this is the use of encryption
between WBAN and the coordinators [40].
• Integrity: To protect any packet’s content and its accuracy, its integrity must be main-
tained. The problem of external modification is not solved by data confidentiality as
modifications are easily being done when integrating message fragments, changes
made in data within the packet, and even at the time of sending message fragments.
In the healthcare system, it is a big issue as modifications in patients’ health-related
status that can even lead to death in some cases.
• Authentication: Whether it is a healthcare system or any other field or application data
authentication is a must requirement. Therefore, the nodes having information and
part of wireless body area networks must be knowing which is trustworthy and which
is not.
3.1. Attacks on 5G-IoT Healthcare Layers
As 5G-IOT’s integration with the healthcare system is vulnerable to attacks. With
the combination of the 5th generation network and IoT devices, healthcare, and other
applications can work smartly. Formally IoT is “a network of items and each item contains
sensors which are connected to the internet” [41]. Improvement in healthcare surely is seen
with the application of 5G-IoT. To view the big picture, the architecture of IoT in 5G will
be discussed which consists of different layers namely the Sensor layer, Network layer,
Communication layer, and Application layer [42]. The details of possible attacks on layers
along with the elaboration are discussed in Figures 2 and 3.
1. Physical Layer: This is the physical layer having sensors, actuators, controllers, and
devices that are used for communication with the next layer. To reduce power
consumption and increase computation power, some small devices like Nano-chips
are being used which produce huge processed data [43]. There are different types
of e-health sensors which means the connection of the biosensors and IoT enabled
healthcare such as clinical diagnostics, cardiac activity monitoring, sleep monitoring,
woman health monitoring, infant monitoring, continuous glucose monitoring, fitness
tracking, etc.
2. Network-Virtual Layer: Works on the principle of LoRAWAN have low power, and
works on the central server have high communication and connectivity. IoT system’s
efficiency can be increased from the heterogeneous devices used that communicate
with each other. To improve the D2D communication 5G is the technology that is
being used to provide better connectivity for Machine type communications.
3. Transport-Service Layer: Information is being transferred from the following layer
as this is the heart of the architecture. Without this, no network can communicate
properly.
4. Application Layer: The application layer uses network integration of all devices and
sensors. As the name suggests containing all the IoT smart applications like smart
cities, smart industries, smart homes, etc.
Low latency must be provided as it should be considered important because it is the
transmission time to transmit the information in the packets between sensors and
processing unit by speeding the transmission up.
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Figure 2. Security threats with types of attacks.
Figure 3. 5G-IoT with possible attacks on the layers.
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Here are the possible attacks that take place on the above-discussed four layers of
5G-IoT-Healthcare:
• Signal insertion attacks: To degrade the services, the quality of connections is affected
and attacked by feeding damaging signals inside the network.
• Signal splitting attacks: It refers to breaking of the communication and getting rid of
the signal in a network so that attacks like eavesdropping could happen where an
intruder can get access or listen to a conversation secretly or signal can degrade.
• Spoofing attack: In the existing network, an intruder can intrude with the help of a copy
of each packet that affects confidentiality and privacy, which is a must in a healthcare
system [44]. In a sensor spoofing attack, the physical environment is altered in a way
that means the medical system cannot work properly [45]. In [46], a sensor spoofing
attack against the infrared drop (ID) sensor was introduced in an infusion pump.
• Single component attack: This attack can take place by damaging a switch or breaks
down fiber by cutting or any other means which lead to component failure. As in the
case of wireless telesurgery, attackers can attack the healthcare network system while
operating robotic surgery which can be harmful to the patient’s life.
• Distributed Denial of Service: It enables the victim to use the resources and affects
network connectivity by flooding of messages. In the case of healthcare, an attacker
can interrupt the patient’s side while obtaining the information online.
• SQL Injections: It is a structured query language through which attackers can hack the
database and personal information can be stolen. For example, the patient’s database
containing health-related information is maintained so that it can be attacked by the
attacker for obtaining that patient’s information.
• Cross-site scripting: An attack in which malicious code is attached to the victim’s
browser resulting in stealing passwords, cookies, etc. [2]. This attack can be more
dangerous at the time of payment where account details including passwords can be
fetched by the patient.
• Routing attacks: The attacker modifies the route of packet transmission from sender to
the receiver so that the packet cannot travel from source to destination.
• Message disclosure: In this attack, the patient’s log files access rights are breached and
sensitive information is stolen by an attacker.
• Message modification: A message traveling from a patient to a doctor is modified by an
attacker which can harm the patients because of the wrong treatment based on the
wrong diagnosis from the alterations made by the intruder.
• Eavesdropping: Through an open smart healthcare system, the intruder listens to all
the sensitive information provided [47].
• Replaying attack: After eavesdropping, modified information is forwarded by the
intruder. The survey in [48] introduced One-touch Ping insulin pumps and blood
glucose meters that allow attackers to record the transmission and replay them later
that do not use any timestamp.
• Compromised node attack: In this type of attack, the attacker injects false data by attack-
ing a particular node.
• Denial of service (DoS) attack: This attack involves the flooding of so many requests at
the same time to a server generates so much traffic so that server cannot be able to
respond to the particular request [49].
• Black and gray hole attack: A network is affected by putting an infected node that
changes the entries in a routing table containing information of all of its neighboring
nodes and the information is being sent to the compromised node. Both Blackhole
and Gray hole attacks can be differentiated, as gray hole attacks reply with some data
that is non critical to its neighboring nodes whereas black hole attacks do not reply.
• Sybil attack: These attacks modify the entries in a routing table by using an infected
sensor that impersonates multiple sensors.
• Social engineering: This type of attack exploits the user in such a way that they share
their personal information with the attacker which would benefit the attacker [50].
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• Traffic analysis: In this type of attack, intruders just want the information from the
characteristics such as locations of both sender and receiver intruder observes and no
manipulation of data takes place [44]. All the possible attacks on healthcare systems
are being discussed above.
3.2. Malware Attack
Malicious software is designed in such a way that if given access to other computer
systems it performs harmful operations to obtain personal information. Various types
of malware exist, such as viruses, worms, Trojan horses, advertising software, spyware,
blackmail software, etc., just to obtain personal data, system hijack, identity stealing, moni-
toring users are the big threats to operating systems and users. Malware has 25 families,
and is gradually increasing. Therefore, it is very challenging to stop malware attacks, as
all the personal data of users as well as industries or companies are at stake [45]. The
healthcare domain is facing more problems related to malware attacks as in this sector
the security plays an important role. Globally it is a more targeted sector. Increasing
variety in the upcoming generation networks services and devices, verification of security
policy in various autonomous decision making, and subsequent implementation of the
network gave rise to DL. Various efficient malware detection frameworks for Android
smartphones are used in networks, based on the deep neural network called DLAMD for
rapid detection and the deep detection phase of malware attack. Deep Learning also helps
in working in network operators in the absence of previous data or experiences or difficulty
in understanding the data with classical approaches. Without using DL it is very difficult
and unmanageable to practically differentiate between a security attack from legitimate
traffic. Machine Learning also plays an important role in avoiding service interruptions
by identifying terminal actions and requirements. In network security, the basic use of
DL is to recognize malicious traffic (malware). Several types of malware are made with
functionalities such as bottleneck, gain access to the root, malicious program downloaded
through the third party, location-related information being stolen, and acts as Trojan. Some
malware is being sent to a remote server and some are remotely controlled by the server-
side. Furthermore, DL helps in the threats posed by ransomware. Ransomware is a type of
malware that makes the user unable to use its system, files, or operating system [46]. It
is very difficult to recover from ransomware as there are a lot of encryption techniques
that are being used. The rapid increase in AI collaboration with DL gives the best results
against ransomware thus making the system more secure. DL also used for the detection
of ransomware possess more interest because both of them can be able to detect zero-day
threats. Some of the security threats with the possible solutions and requirements in some
of the healthcare applications are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Security threats and its possible solutions.
Ref.No Healthcare Application Security Threats Requirements Possible Solutions
[7] Online health monitoring Denial-of-service Availability Redundancy Intrusiondetection
[49] Tele-medicine System Unauthenticated andUnauthorized access Key establishment
Public Key cryptography
Random key distribution
[46] Remote Diagnosis Intrusion and high levelattacks ID Secure group communication
[44] M-health Message manipulation Authenticity and Integrity Secure hash function andDigital signature
[51] Online Consultation Message disclosure Privacy andConfidentiality Access control Encryption
[39] Augmented Reality Compromised or attackednode Resilient Detection Tamper-proofing
[52] Virtual Reality Routing attacks Secure routing Secure protocols
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4. Deep Learning in Secure Healthcare
As far as the advancement in technology is concerned, computers have already shown
the best results compared to human beings in various fields such as games, voice recogni-
tion, image recognition, etc. Through deep learning (DL) it is possible for computers to
achieve those capabilities similar to human beings [53]. The various types of DL classifiers
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In DL, computers can learn based on past experiences, and
from that experience, a training model is built without any prior knowledge and useful
patterns will be extracted from the raw data. DL has much power when the available
training data are large in number. Among the neural nodes, weights are determined by the
computer through a training process and input data is extracted. After completion of the
training process of neural networks, to achieve a reward a proper decision is being made.
The successful results of the above process can be seen in many real-time scenes such as
games [54], voice and image recognition [55], drug discovery [56], etc. For a better quality
of service and experience that can be achieved by DL for network nodes in which features
can be obtained with the representation of complex network scenarios.
DL can solve several complex problems in computational time using a device that en-
hances the operation of one or more subsystem’s speeds [57]. Extraction of well-represented
features is quite difficult using Machine Learning algorithms because of the following
constraints: known specific domain, required expert knowledge, and computational bot-
tleneck [57]. Prediction Accuracy Parameters like mobility, channel interference, and
variation are not being analyzed in ML but can be possible through DL as it has deep
neural layers. Therefore, patterns hide in the input can be extracted from one layer first
then from the other layer with the help of DL algorithms thus supporting high accuracy
and pre-processing of input data. The need for preprocessing of input data is available in
ML only and not in DL because the input of DL is feature parameters that can be integrated
from the network only.
Figure 4. Types of deep learning.
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Figure 5. Convolutional neural network architecture.
The Deep Learning approach is used in several fields applications of DL are vision,
bioinformatics, natural language processing, etc. [52]. In [58], a great improvement is being
achieved in the performance of DL over ML. The applications of DL discussed above need
data in large volumes so that the data can be used to transfer over the network therefore
DL achieves a great performance level than ML. One more advantage of DL over ML is
without any human interaction and to give a solution to any problem DL works with the
new features. There are two neural networks commonly used which are Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
CNN allows difficult operations on the hidden layers to reduce the parameters and
share weights. The local information can be extracted from a table-like structure (grid)
input data. The variable-length sequential input data are processed by RNN and output
can be produced at each step. Based on the current input data and the previous step’s
hidden neurons, hidden neurons at each time step are calculated. Long short-term memory
(LSTM) is an artificial RNN with feedback connections that process an entire sequence
of data.
4.1. Types of Deep Learning Handling the Attacks in Healthcare
Though DL is used in various applications, providing security here is a major concern.
As a result, this section discusses the handling of security attacks using Deep Learning.
The survey in [59] introduced a learning-based Deep Q-Network approach for resolving
the authentication, malware detection, and access control issues. In [60], an intrusion
detection system for an IoT is proposed and the environment is designed and implemented
for attacks like spoofing and sinkhole, and also detects all the implemented malicious
nodes with minimum overhead, limited energy, and memory capacity. The survey in [61]
focused on IoT security and privacy features related to the healthcare field with the required
security necessities, threat models, attack classification also proposed an intelligent security
model for minimal security risk. In [62], the use of the two types of DL algorithms, namely,
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), for building
a type of model in which IoT hardware that works in smartphones and wearable devices
(wearable cameras, fitness trackers, and smart jewelry) can process sensor data. The
survey in [63] uses long short-term memory (LSTM) for handling authentication in IoT
environments. The authors have presented a comprehensive and illustrative survey on
cutting-edge and intelligent IoT healthcare systems for the classification and prediction of
healthcare data using edge intelligence. They have focused on research articles on Edge
and IoT published between 2016 and 2020, and also discussed solutions for issues related
to cloud and edge computing, AI, IoT, and various types of medical signals. The current
challenges and future directions in these areas have also been addressed by the authors.
The design of LSTM is sensitive as it is designed only for device authentication and
cannot detect any other types of attacks. The survey in [64] uses LSTM for botnet detection
in IoT. To manage authentication, access control, and intermediate attacks in IoT, the survey
uses a deep learning-based deep Q-network to maintain security and privacy. The data
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in the healthcare field are increasing rapidly; therefore, it is mandatory to protect this
large amount of healthcare data, effective solutions must be taken. To secure wireless
communication, secure communication cryptographic solutions are needed. The following
symmetric [65] and lightweight [66] cryptographic protocols provide the solution for access
control in healthcare and protection against spoofing. Integrating cryptographic solutions
with the current healthcare devices like Implantable Medical Devices must be designed
again for compatibility but it would be difficult in an emergency case where there would
arise a need to communicate with unauthorized professionals but that can be interrupted
due to cryptographic mechanism. Therefore, there is a need to focus on cryptographic
solutions that would be medical-centric to meet the security needs of the healthcare-based
system. The survey in [67] came up with the connected healthcare systems (CHSs) that are
used for remote monitoring of patients and elder’s physical conditions and this system
is vulnerable to attacks like eavesdropping and relay attacks. The basic reason for the
security of healthcare devices is to ensure the safety of patients’ life. An IDS using stack
autoencoder is used to detect any type of attack in which an alert is generated to aware
the staff and patients that the attack is about to happen on the healthcare device. External
devices generate incoming traffic to the healthcare devices based on the parameters like
length of the message payload, the difference between successive requests from that of
the peripheral devices [68]. Therefore, there would be more focus on developing IDS with
those of the parameters keeping in mind that can be compatible with the communication
protocol standards in healthcare devices.
First, intrusion detection systems (IDS) were introduced in 1986 by Denning et al. [67]
for the recognition of attacks in an IoT network. An intrusion detection method using
deep learning’s stacked autoencoder (SAE) designed for security and privacy. However,
there exists a flaw between both deep learning and the lightweight intrusion detection
(ID) method. Detection efficiency or rate can be improved using ID without any increase
in workload. The survey [51] designed an intelligent intrusion detection system with the
help of DL algorithms that uses Deep Belief Network (DBN) to make up the Deep Neural
Network (DNN) as a learning model and integrates virtual network with those of the
DL algorithm to detect malicious traffic. The result of which is the optimal solution for
DL-based IDS for blackhole attacks, DDoS attacks, sinkhole, and wormhole attacks with
both precision and recall rate. In the future, this system can be expanded for spoofing and
Sybil attacks. The survey in [37] focuses on IoT communication standards and technologies,
and energy-efficient IoT-based healthcare, privacy, and security challenges in healthcare.
For future perspective, the use of a new type of sensor and advanced communication
technologies parameters like reliability, resource management, network coverage, etc. will
be utilized. The survey [69] proposed an Intrusion Detection System (IDS), HEKA, in which
Personal Medical Devices (PMD) will be monitored and several attacks like eavesdropping,
man-in-the-middle, replay, false data injection, and denial-of-service attacks would be
detected with accuracy. The survey in [60] discusses privacy and security threats and conse-
quences of those threats that affect the healthcare system as well as security measures and
limitations for healthcare systems. Future works must focus on the security of healthcare
systems against vulnerabilities. The survey in [70] discusses threats, vulnerabilities, and
consequences of cyber attacks in the healthcare system. The comparison table of accuracies
with the others insecurity is being shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparison of accuracy of our proposed model with the state-of-the-art models.






Back Propagation Neural Network 92.5%
[60] Convolutional Neural Network Spoofing,Sinkhole and MaliciousCode NSL-KDD 98.3%
[63] Support Vector Machines IoT authentication KDD-CUP99 97.36%Multi-layer perceptron 98.40%
[64] Recurrent Neural Network-Long Short-TermMemory Malware Detection DREBIN 98.18%
[51] Deep Belief Network Blackhole, DDoS, Wormhole EMBER 98.47%




False Data Injection 97.2%
Replay attack 98.3%
Man-in-the-middle 97.1%
Proposed Model Convolutional Neural Network Malware Detection Malimg 99%
4.2. Deep Learning’s Convolutional Neural Network Classifier in Secure Healthcare for Detection
of Malware (CNN-DMA)
Convolutional Neural Network: The structure of a CNN is composed of three parameters:
dataset size, quality, and type. The input layer’s portions can be processed by the multiple
receptive layers. These networks can be arranged in a way that overlapping of input
area can be created to obtain the output of a high resolution of the original image. CNNs
use operations such as pooling and convolutions for feature detection. After feature
extraction, all fully connected layers work as a classifier. The coupling of convolutional
layers with pooling layers is less as it is non-compulsory for the CNN to be fully connected.
It is considered the heart of CNN. The use of convolution is in the combination of two
mathematical functions the result of which is also a function. The execution of convolution
is done over the input by sliding the filter. For every location, matrix multiplication is
performed and the result is summed up onto the feature map. This layer has p*p*s input
image where p is the height and width of the image and s is a channel with varying filters
and the size of each is q*q*t. q is smaller than the image dimension and t could be the same
as channel s.
• Pooling Layer: The addition of a pooling layer between the CNN and after the convolu-
tion layer takes place. Reduction of dimensionality to achieve low computation and
less number of parameters is the main goal of this layer. The most important pooling
is max pooling. It is used to pick up the maximum value in each window.
• Fully Connected Layer: The last layer after convolutional and pooling is the Fully
Connected Layer to classify input images. In a fully connected layer, having neurons
that are connected to the previous layer activation functions. The following section
will work upon how artificial neural networks or deep learning classifier convolutional
neural networks for detecting malware attacks as the network 5G, IoT, healthcare
domain is vulnerable to many attacks. Along with the detection of malware, it will
also provide the security of information to detect and classify malicious code.
Though every organization contains personal information or data and that information
or data both are vulnerable to so many attacks as in the healthcare field patients’
life will be at stake. As a result, many attackers or criminals gain new techniques
every time to attack the target. Many ways are being used by the security vendors
to defend against these types of attacks but are unable to because of the billions
of malware discovered on the monthly basis, and it is impossible to achieve that.
Therefore, approaches like deep learning are a must to provide security and privacy.
The architecture of CNN is shown in Figure 5 where the input will be an image of size
32*32*1 fed to the convolutional layer 1 then to the rectified linear unit
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5. Results and Analysis
5.1. Malware Detection and Family Classification
The dataset which is being used here is malimg with various parameters. The training
of the model is done by reducing the size of an image in the following dataset. The problem
that arises here is the small size of an image that cannot handle all the related information as
there are high chances of loss of information and the higher value will only complicate the
calculation results; it is also unable to improve the accuracy. Figure 6 converts the malware
into an image. We use the Malimg dataset, which is a large-scale unbalanced malware with
a total of 25 malware families, as shown in Figure 7, along with that of the 9339 malware
grayscale samples including Backdoor, Worms, Trojan horse, and Rogues software. First,
the dataset is divided into 60% of the training set and 40% of the testing test. The training
set is used for the training of the model and the testing set is used to check the performance
of the model. The experiment took place on the TensorFlow2.0. The working of the model
depends on how well the model is performing based on parameters such as accuracy,
recall, and F1 score so that the best model can be used for detecting malware. The malware
detection and classification is shown in Figure 8. An input is given which can be converted
into grayscale image the detection model then detect the attack and divide the samples into
benign sample. A grayscale image then obtained on which classification model is applied
for obtaining the malware families. As there exists an imbalance between the various
malware classes only accuracy is the parameter for the model’s overall prediction. The
small number of classes ignores the ability of prediction. However, if there exists an error in
a small number of classes, then there is a chance of having high classification accuracy. The
results will give a confusion matrix of 25*25 along with the following parameters: precision
and recall. The performance indicators are responsible for achieving better classification
also lower misclassification. The malware detection experiment is conducted on a Malimg
dataset. The use of dropout layer is used to prevent the overfitting of the model. As the
conclusion is the dropout layer is responsible for the detection as the wrong predicted
samples can be predicted. This particular dataset has many samples with many obfuscation
techniques such as encryption and packaging. Some of the encryptive malware families
includes Autorun.K, Allaple.A, and Allaple.L, which are used for the encryption of several
layers of code part with the use of a random key. Furthermore, the same family variants
include Swizzor.gen!E and Swizzor.gen!I along with Yuner.A, Malex.gen!J, and Rbot!gen.
Before discussing further, there exist some steps to load the data where an introduction to
the layers used in the model and feature extraction is a must.
Figure 6. Conversion of malware into image.
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Figure 7. Malware families.
Figure 8. Malware detection and classification.
5.2. Steps to Load Data
The following model can be achieved by performing on Raspberry Pi3 with 4*ARM
Cortex A-53, 1.2 GHz processor, and 4 GB RAM. The model for human activity recognition
is implemented in Python 3.8.8 and Keras. The building of the model is done by Keras
using layers of Dense, Dropout, and Flatten. The dense layer is used to change the vector’s
dimensions. This layer also operates on the parameters such as rotation, scaling, and
translation on the vector. Then, the dropout layer makes the network learn the features
having different subsets of the other related images. The dropout feature is also used to
double the loops for the combination. The result of which is the training time for each
epoch is less. The hyperparameters are optimized, which are shown below after that the
training of the model takes place using final parameters such as epoch is 20, the batch size
is taken to be 64. And number of classes to be taken are 25 so that the detection of malware
can be analyzed. Refer to Table 4.
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5.3. Feature Extraction
The most important step is the feature extraction part in which the data size is very
much large and difficult to manage. The next step is the data transformation into some
reduced set of feature representations. A feature includes various parameters such as the
size of data, color, image’s shape, etc. [71]. Here, some of the local features, global features,
and texture features are being used. In the following framework, the two stages are being
performed with the use of an equivalent stream. The first stage consists of the texture
feature extraction from the grayscale images because of its low cost of computation and
robustness. The second stage is the pre-training of CNNs that is used for the deep feature
extraction for obtaining the classification model.
The proposed model consists of an input image 32*32*1 initial convolution layer that
learns the features of an image and the connections among the pixels would maintain.
Mathematically, the deep learning classifier operates upon the filter and the matrix. Each
convolution layer is supported by that of the ReLU sequence which is used for the mapping
of output features. The ReLU function is given by
f (a0) = max(0, a0)
Then, in the next step, the image is fed into the pooling layer which reduces the
dimensions of output feature maps, and also max pooling or average pooling is performed
under this layer only. In the maximum pooling from the improved feature map, the largest
component among them will be taken. The same way average pooling computes the
average value of that area. Again, the pair of convolution layer along with ReLU gives
the result of hidden 1024 layers. The dropout layer will lessen the training time results in
malware families.
This method allows the deep learning classifier to work on the malware images using
CNN; also, the CNN is used by the security professionals for training the models. The
conversion of malware into an image is shown in Figure 7, where the input is in the form of
binary then converted into 8-bit vector then converted into Grayscale, finally, the malware
will be detected that is Alueron. gen!J malware.
There exists a variety of public malware datasets, one of them is the Malimg dataset
that is being fed to CNN [72]. This particular dataset contains 25 malware families with
9339 samples.
After the feature selection steps, the extraction or use of any image characteristic for
an example texture pattern, frequencies in image, intensity, or color features, with the
use of several techniques such as Euclidean distance, or mean and standard deviation
to generate the other feature vector is conducted. The obtained grayscale images after
conversion from the malware feed the model into machine learning. To train the model,
the grayscale images can be saved into NumPy, and also using different techniques such
as SVM, k-means, and artificial neural networks the models can be trained. However, the
most useful and the proposed classifier is the use of CNN. After completion of feature
selection and engineering, CNN can be built. For our model, a convolutional network
with two convolutional layers, with 32*32 inputs has been used. To build the model using
Python libraries, with the previously installed TensorFlow and utils libraries it can be
implemented.
5.4. Analysis and Discussion
This section discusses the various parameters along with the results achieved by
applying the efficient lightweight CNN model. The performance metrics on which the
dataset depends are as follows.
Performance Metrics
Performance metrics depend on how efficient the dataset used for achieving the best
and secure results is. The first step followed is the training of the model by using the batch
size which is 256, the cell size of 256, the dropout rate of 0.85 along the learning rate of 1e-3,
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the node size of [512, 256, 128] along with five layers. After the training of the model, the
testing is performed as discussed in the above section. By doing this, a confusion matrix
is obtained having Predicted Labels and True Labels. Based on these various parameters
such as accuracy, recall (Rec), and precision (Prec) are obtained. The confusion matrix is
shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Confusion matrix of Malimg.
Families (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Prec Rec
Adialer.C(1) 38 0 0 0 0 0 0.989 1.00
Agent.FYI(2) 0 44 0 0 0 0 1.00 0.956
Allaple.A(3) 0 0 852 0 0 0 0.84 0.87
Allaple.L (4) 0 0 1 477 0 0 0.79 0.81
Aleuron.gen!J(5) 0 0 0 0 68 0 0.92 0.88
Autorun.K(6) 0 0 0 0 0 68 0.998 0.978
• Accuracy: “The number of correct predictions over total number of True Positive predictions
by the model is known as accuracy”,
where TP = True positive class prediction, TN = True Negative class prediction,
FP = False positive class prediction, FN = False negative class prediction.
Accuracy =
TP + T
TP + TN + FP + F
. (1)
• Recall: “Number of true predictions over an actual number of true predictions made by the























The results for Precision and Recall are described in Figure 9 as per the values dis-
cussed in confusion matrix in Table 4 which is between the number of samples and the
malware families. The recall parameter shows the precise results in Adialer.c which is
0.989% The precision parameter is showing the best results in Agent.FYI, which is 0.958%.
The values of precision, recall, and accuracy can be calculated by the formula mentioned
above. These parameters are responsible for the evaluation of accuracy of the model. The
accurate results shows how much secure is the proposed model. Therefore, as discussed
above our proposed model is 99% secure in detection of Alueron.gen!J malware. The
proposed model has shown the accuracy of 99% and is also compared with the other deep
learning models, shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Recall and Precision.
Figure 10. Comparison of state-of-the-art of deep learning models with the proposed model.
6. Conclusions
5G-IoT healthcare is an important field, and the security of sensitive information or
personal records of the patient is of major importance. The deep neural network with CNN
for maintaining security was proposed in this paper. The main focus of the parameters
is on fully connected and pooling layers. To capture the different malware families of
the image for the protection of sensitive data and information, an efficient method is
used. The requirements for a model are to be fit for a fixed number of epochs 20, batch
size of 64 samples, and exposure of 25 classes. The Keras deep learning library for deep
learning convolutional neural networks is used for the implementation purpose. The
model required a 32*32*1 input image for samples of 8 bit vectors, and grayscale vectors,
which are loaded. Along with ReLU, the pooling layer and dropout layers are used to train
and test the model. The proposed model has shown better accuracy over Deep-Q, MLP,
BPNN, SVM, RNN-LSTM, DBN, etc. Achieving more accurate results for different types
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or combinations of deep learning techniques on various types of datasets is a further area
of investigation.
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